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I’ve decided to take a break from my ‘other’ writing to do some writing here at The Shadow Ball Express. I’m often 
reminded by friends, like Bill Staples, that discussions on the unknown history of baseball and using yesteryear’s 
comparative analysis, while applying Sabermetrics type analysis when looking at yesteryear’s ball players vs. today’s ball 
players can be confusing; or addressing certain subjects like ‘Deep Pitching Pools’ vs. “Shallow Pitching Pools”, and how 
difficult it can make be to find resolute answers, when it comes to asking questions like, “Who’s was the Greatest Home 
Run Hitter of All Time?”. In other words, there is no matrix for such things, especially when certain variables and 
unknowns still exist. Or how certain things may factor in one way or another, and how that can often makes it helpful with 
a modern day assessment of a player’s actual abilities and while addressing old vs. new performance standards.
The subject on this day, “HR-PP = home runs per pitcher “,..and that was this morning’s discussion. Bill asked me my view 
point, and and to be quite honest, after I lifetime of crunching numbers, I can’t say I really know if their is a way of making 
an assessment based on any stylized comparative analysis. I know that box scores are important. I also know in the case of 
some unknown players, they are almost nonexistent. I’ve become possessed by a stronger appreciation for the history and 
the facts, just shy of those all important numbers where some history of baseball is concerned, because the number 
weren’t always reported, based on social construct. Therefore, I continue to dig.
Based on the lack of certain known variables, which should make research easy, and a lack of accessible information, I’m 
often left just pondering. Here is the reason ‘why’ I think deeply, as Bill Staples so aptly put it in his blog on, “Every 
Baseball Era Deserves an Asterisk, Not Just the Steroid Era“. Bill states, … “The way I see it, the career numbers of Babe 
Ruth and his peers were “artificially enhanced” because they never faced the most talented pitchers of the Negro 
Leagues (Bullet Rogan, Dick Redding, Andy Cooper, etc.). Racism and the “color line” kept African-Americans out of MLB 
until 1947.” Charles Rogers Reid was one of those great unknown pitchers of yesteryear.

http://billstaples.blogspot.com/2012/11/every-baseball-era-deserves-asterisk.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilbur_Rogan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dick_Redding
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andy_Cooper




Charlie Reid of the Athen Elks
Charlie “Iron Man” Reid’s name is synonymous with greats like, Walter “The Great” Mails, Chick 
Hafey, Lefty Gomez, Buzz Artlett, Ernie Lombardi. I’m sure most people have never heard 

of Charlie Reid, even though they’ve seen his face a thousand times. They’ve 
never knew who he played against or who he was, or who he played with…and 
they never looked at his skill sets, because we rarely look at Negro League 
players beyond St. Louis or Kansas City. In other words, those of Western origins. 
We rarely consider that they have something to offer in the overall scope of 
historical value, when it comes to determining who played the game of baseball, 
and played it well. This story is more about all pitchers who were required to step 
up to the plate, long before Rule 6.10 was adopted by the American League in 
1973. Duster Mails played for both the American League and the National League.
Charlie Reid would never be consider a prospect for either the National League or 
American League. It was a simpler time, except where skin color was concerned. 
This is one of those lost tales of integrated baseball. As Charlie put it, “One Sunday 
we played the Mails All-Stars at the First Street diamond in Richmond. Mails threw the fastest ball I 
ever saw–or didn’t see. No, I didn’t get any hits. We lost, 7-2“. or “I pitched the best game of my life 
in 1923 against the Healdsburg club, the best semi-pro team in the state. Pop Arlett handled the 
club. I threw a one-hitter–and still lost, 1-0.”

http://charlesreidfoundation.net/story.htm
http://www.baseball-reference.com/players/m/mailsdu01.shtml
http://www.baseball-reference.com/players/h/hafeych01.shtml
http://www.baseball-reference.com/players/g/gomezle01.shtml
http://www.baseball-reference.com/players/a/arletbu01.shtml
http://www.baseball-reference.com/players/l/lombaer01.shtml


Charlie Reid was the son of Thomas Reid Sr. and 
Virginia ‘Parker’ Reid, was born in 1898 in Angles 
Camp, California. Thomas Reid Sr. was the 
personal bodyguard of Gentleman Jim Corbett, and a 

bouncer in many Barbary Coast saloons at the turn 
of the 20th Century. Thomas Reid Sr. was 
originally from Griffin, Georgia, who’s family 
headed West just ahead of a Griffin lynch mob, 
and “Jennie” was the grand-daughter of California 
Pioneer, William Henry Galt, who was originally a 

slave that moved West from Virginia to California, 
and was one of the founders of the Sacramento 
Zouaves of early California Militia movement, 
which kept California out of the hands of the 
Confederacy. This type of family legacy denotes 
that Charles would probably never consider 
playing baseball in the East or South, no matter 
how outstanding his baseball skills were.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_J._Corbett
http://www.safero.org/family/williamhenrygalt.html


Charlie Reid was one of the 
‘original’ San Pablo Park Boys, 
who had a fruitful career in 
“semi-pro” baseball, as a 
player and an umpire. He 
played for any number of 
teams, including the Athen
Elks of the Berkeley 
Colored League, but 
between 1921 and 1924, he 
was part of the pitching 
staff for the Oakland Pierce 
Giants. He was even invited 

to play for the Detroit 
Stars by Steve Pierce in 
1924, but Charles decided 
that his life was better 
suited on the West Coast, 
near his very large and well 
established Bay Area family.

Mother Virginia Reid and her son, Charlie Reid

https://shadowballexpress.wordpress.com/2015/01/07/negro-league-baseball-san-pablo-park-and-the-berkeley-colored-league/
https://shadowballexpress.wordpress.com/2014/12/27/negro-league-baseball-the-rise-fall-and-transformation-of-the-oakland-pierce-giants/


Charlie Reid, Oakland Pierce Giants

Charlie Reid, Oakland Red Sox One of my 
favorite articles about Charile “Iron Man” Reid

Although names like Chick Hafey, 
Lefty Gomez, Buzz Arlett, Duster 
Mails and Ernie Lombardi are well 
known in the annals of baseball 
history, Charlie Reid is not as well 
know as he should be. I think this 
bears some similarity to what Bill 
Staples meant when he stated, 
“because they never faced the 
most talented pitchers of the 
Negro Leagues”. Here’s the real 
eye-opener. Even if some of them did 
face some of the talented 
pitchers of all time, as Charlie was 
one of those, very few people know 
anything about these African 
American men that did face them in 
pitching duels, and/or pitcher vs. 
batter duels.



The San Francisco Spokesman, The 1940 
Census Record for Charles Reid has him 
located in Richmond, CA. It’s where he made 
his home, and even though he’s a Berkeley 
and Oakland original, Richmond claims him as 
their own. Shields-Reid Park is named after him, 

and it’s not far from his 1940 Census home 
address near at 610 Duboce Avenue. He lived 
no more than a block away.

1940 U.S. Census for Charles Rogers Reid
Baseball was Charlie’s life. Besides 
playing the game, and playing it well, 
he also playing against some of the best 
players that baseball has ever 
produced, Charlie’s main focus was 
teaching the game to those who might 
have went a different direction, had it 
not been for his dedication 
and perseverance. Charlie Reid’s efforts, 
after his lengthy baseball career was to 
stem the tide of juvenile delinquency in 
the Bay Area by coaching sports, 
teaching sports, and umpiring sports, 
for less than fortunate kids,..but every 
one was welcomed to participate in park 
activities. In 1934, Charlie retired his 
playing for teaching and umpiring the 
game of baseball.

http://www.recreationparks.net/CA/contra-costa/shields-reid-park-richmond
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